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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel, low-profile UWB antenna for wireless body area network (WBAN) applications. The
antenna has a polarization perpendicular to the body-free-space
interface, which is interesting in order to minimize the coupling
into the body. Its structure comprises a modified mono-cone with a
top-cross-plate and is coaxially fed through the ground plane. The
performance is due to the mono-cone
higher frequency band
while the top-cross-plate is responsible for the lower frequency
band. This plate also leads to a height reduction when compared to
conventional mono-cone antennas. A comprehensive parametric
study is done to provide design guidelines. Both frequency- and
time-domain results have been measured and presented to validate
the design. Results show that the antenna operates from 3.06 to
dB, radiates omni-direcbeyond 12 GHz based on
tionally in the -plane, and has a radiation efficiency over 95%.
The system-fidelity factor for UWB signals is adequate for pulse
transmission. Finally, the influence of the human proximity on the
antenna matching was tested. Results show that its impedance is
nearly unchanged as compared to free-space.
Index Terms—Frequency- and time-domain, low profile, UWB
antenna, vertically polarized, wireless body area network.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE interest for wireless, body-area networks (WBAN)
has grown significantly for applications as diverse as
healthcare systems, sports monitoring, ambient intelligence,
personal entertainment, and military services [1]–[3]. Ultrawideband (UWB) technology has emerged as an attractive
solution for WBAN as it offers some benefits such as transmitting signals with an inherent noise-like behavior (due to low
EIRP level), reduced probability of detection and intercept,
robustness against multipath, and potentially high data rates
over short distances.
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The antenna plays a critical role for the quality of a WBAN
link as the proximity of the body of the wearer may significantly
modify characteristics such as their impedance bandwidth, radiation pattern/polarization and efficiency [4]. In the case of UWB
antennas, the impact of the wearer on the transient characteristics should also be considered [5]. These antennas are required
to have a low backward radiation, low height with compact
form, low coupling to the human body, and suitable transient
characteristics (high system-fidelity factor). Additional desirable requirement for UWB-WBAN antennas in order to have
efficient on-body communication is the polarization [6], which
should preferably be perpendicular rather than parallel to the
body surface. These features make the design of such antennas
quite challenging.
There are several UWB antenna designs available [7]–[11],
which meet some of the mentioned requirements. Klemm [7]
added a reflector below the antenna feed-line to reduce the backward radiation. The advantage and disadvantage of other ways
to achieve directionality such as adding a cavity or shielding
plane behind the antenna, or using absorbing materials have also
been discussed in that paper. Abbosh [8] corrugated the antenna
radiator to make the antenna compact. The antenna studied in
[9] was loaded by proper dielectrics to minimize the coupling
to the body. See et al. have shown in [10] that body-proximity
improves the antenna time behavior; a fact corroborated in [11].
Regarding the antenna polarization, Lim [12] presented a study
demonstrating the advantages of using antennas with a polarization perpendicular to the user’s surface, for on body communications. This is due to the fact the –fields are normal to the
body and tend to propagate along the body surface, while for a
parallel polarization the fields couple more to the body, leading
to enhanced losses. Moreover, the antenna should be low profile
to be easily worn, which is not easy to achieve for the desired
polarization.
Some UWB wearable antenna designs are reported in literature [6], [13]–[19] which have polarization perpendicular to the
body surface. Chahat [6] proposed a reduced-size printed UWB
monopole antenna having an overall height of 10 mm. Kang
[13] introduced a novel folded UWB antenna utilizing a bevel
edge feeding structure with the overall height of 10 mm. Cara
[14] presented a tripod kettle antenna with 10 mm height covering half of the FCC-defined UWB spectrum. Sanz-Izquierdo
[15] reported a UWB button antenna with 12.5 mm height. Chan
[16] proposed a miniaturized modified planar inverted-F antenna with 8.5 mm height, including the ground and top plate,
but due the offset in the feeding structure it has an unsymmetrical radiation pattern. To the authors’ best knowledge, the
latter design has the smallest height among the recently de-
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Fig. 1. Top-cross-plate UWB mono-cone antenna:
(b) close-view; (c) full-view; and (d) designed radome.

(a)

geometry;

TABLE I
PARAMETER VALUES OF THE FABRICATED ANTENNA

signed UWB-WBAN vertically polarized antennas. Other reported designs [17]–[19] have larger heights.
In this work, we propose a new low-profile UWB antenna
structure that fully meets the above-mentioned WBAN imposed requirements. The physical height of this antenna is small
having the same height as in [16] but with symmetrical radiation properties. The characteristics of the proposed antenna
are investigated through a parametric study, in order to develop
design guidelines. Both frequency- and time-domain results
were measured and are presented in terms of -parameters,
radiation pattern, radiation efficiency, impulse response and
system-fidelity factor. We also investigate the behavior of the
antenna in two wearer scenarios, and the effect of the body on
the antenna matching was tested.
II. ANTENNA STRUCTURE AND DESIGN
The idea behind the design of the proposed structure is based
on a conventional mono-cone antenna [20]. In order to reduce
the height, the mono-cone was modified adding a small cylinder
on its top and covering it by a top-cross-plate supported by four
legs to further enhance its
dB impedance bandwidth. The
top-cross-plate acts as a capacitive load that produces the lower
frequency performance while the higher frequencies behavior
is due to the modified mono-cone. The antenna ground and
top-cross-plate are made of a thin-layer Beryllium copper with
conductivity of 1.5
S m; the mono-cone is made of Brass
with conductivity of 3.8
S m. It has a low height and a
compact form; the dimensions are given in Table I. A photograph of the fabricated antenna is shown in Fig. 1. Since the proposed structure contains some delicate parts, i.e., top-cross-plate
legs, a radome was designed to enable employing the antenna in
a harsh environment. Therefore, in order to protect the antenna
and make it robust, a hollow-cube made of a 5-mm thick foam
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Fig. 2. Current distribution of the antenna at: (a) 3.1 GHz; (b) 6.85 GHz; and
(c) 10.6 GHz.

material (relative permittivity 1.07 and loss-tangent of 0.004),
as shown in Fig. 1(d), was fabricated. A standard high-strength
two-component epoxy (UHU plus) adhesive was used to glue
the radome to the proposed structure.
In order to demonstrate the antenna operation, the current distribution on the antenna at 3.1 GHz (lower frequency), 6.85 GHz
(middle frequency), and 10.6 GHz (higher frequency) are depicted in Fig. 2(a)–(c), respectively. The colors representing the
current distribution in linear scale go from dark blue (weak current density) to green to yellow to red (strong current density).
Fig. 2(a) shows that the electric currents are mostly concentrated on the edge portions of the top-cross-plate, the legs and
around the center of the ground plane, which indicate that these
elements have the most significant effect at low frequencies.
Fig. 2(b) and (c) illustrates that the currents are concentrated at
lower portions of the mono-cone and the ground plane center,
being more important at higher frequencies, as seen in Fig. 2(c),
meaning that the feed-gap (the distance between the mono-cone
and the ground plane) affects the impedance matching at higher
frequencies more than at middle frequencies. Note that as seen
in Fig. 2 the currents on the antenna ground plane at all considered frequencies indicate that the ground size is large enough to
prevent radiation from the feeding cable.
III. EFFECTS OF KEY PARAMETERS
In this section, in order to show how the antenna was designed
aiming at optimizing its performances, a parametric study was
conducted using Ansoft HFSS™ electromagnetic solver. Another option would have been to use an optimizer based on for
instance Genetic Algorithms [21], but here a parametric study
was preferred in order to obtain better insight into the physical
behavior of the antenna; while looking at the effects on the performance, only one parameter was varied at the time. The performance of the proposed antenna is affected by its geometrical
parameters, i.e., top-cross-plate radiator, mono-cone, feed-gap,
and ground-plane.
A. Effect of the Top–Cross–Plate
In order to understand its effect, the antenna was simulated
and measured with and without (w/o) this element. Results
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Fig. 3. Effects of the top-cross-plate on the antenna reflection coefficient.

Fig. 5. Simulated antenna reflection coefficient as a function of antenna parameters “ ” and “ ”.

Fig. 4. Simulated antenna reflection coefficient as a function of top-cross-plate
legs’ dimensions.

Fig. 6. Simulated antenna reflection coefficient as a function of top-cross-plate
height (“ ”).

shown in Fig. 3 confirm that the higher band (7–12 GHz) is due
to the modified mono-cone, and that the top-cross-plate produces the lower band (3–7 GHz). Moreover, to achieve wider
impedance bandwidth the top-plate needs to be truncated by
cutting the corners of the square-plate [“ ” and “ ” as shown in
Fig. 1(a)]. It can be seen that the truncated element effectively
broadens the antenna bandwidth.
B. Effect of the Top–Cross–Plate Legs Dimensions (“ ”

“ ”)

By tuning the dimensions of the legs, the antenna impedance
bandwidth behavior can be controlled. Parameter “ ” (leg thickness) was kept constant and “ ” (leg width) changed and then
vice versa. Fig. 4 shows the antenna reflection coefficient for the
variation of these two parameters. It can be seen these parameters influence mainly the lower frequency in the band.
C. Effect of the Feed–Gap
The feed-gap, which provides the necessary transition to the
radiator, affects the antenna impedance bandwidth especially at
high frequencies. Since keeping legs height fixed implies a variation of the distance between the mono-cone and the top-crossplate, the effect of the parameter “ ” was also investigated. As
before, one parameter was fixed and the other changed. Fig. 5
shows the effects of these variations. It can be seen that small
change in “ ”, from 0.25 to 0.1 mm, results in a downshift from
11 to about 9 GHz in the upper
dB edge of frequency
bandwidth. It is also seen that, without the cylinder above the
mono-cone (
) the antenna impedance bandwidth decreases, while increasing “ ” results in an up-shift in
dB
lower frequency edge.

Fig. 7. Simulated antenna reflection coefficient as a function of mono-cone top
radius.

D. Effect of the Top–Cross–Plate Height
The legs height is another important parameter that has a
direct influence on the antenna impedance response. This is
clearly seen in Fig. 6, where the simulated antenna reflection coefficient results for various heights are shown. It can be observed
that, decreasing “ ” up-shifts the lower
dB frequency edge,
while increasing it causes a gradual increase of the reflection coefficient around 4 GHz.
E. Effect of the Mono–Cone Top Radius
As the top radius of the mono-cone directly influences its
input impedance, the effect of this parameter on the antenna
input reflection coefficient was also investigated. Simulation results depicted in Fig. 7 show that increasing or decreasing this
radius leads to slightly diminishing the bandwidth.
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Fig. 8. Simulated antenna reflection coefficient as a function of ground-plane
dimensions.

Fig. 10. Measured and simulated normalized radiation patterns of the proposed
antenna at (a) 3.1 GHz, (b) 6.85 GHz, and (c) 10.6 GHz.
Fig. 9. Measured and simulated reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna
with and without (w/o) radome.

F. Effect of the Ground Plane Dimensions
The induced surface current distributed on the antenna
ground plane indicates that its dimensions affect the antenna
reflection coefficient characteristic. This is seen in Fig. 8, which
shows the simulated results for different ground dimensions. It
is observed the ground should be at least 64 mm 64 mm to
achieve the FCC defined UWB bandwidth.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to validate the proposed design, both frequency- and
time-domain experimental results including -parameters, radiation pattern, radiation efficiency, impulse response and systemfidelity factor, are presented.
A. Frequency–Domain Behavior
The measured and simulated antenna reflection coefficients
with and without the designed radome are presented in Fig. 9,
showing that its
dB bandwidth goes from 3.06 to beyond
12 GHz, and that the radome effect on matching is negligible.
The measured
confirms that the proposed antenna fully
covers the ultrawide bandwidth defined by the FCC, and closely
follows the simulated results.
The antenna simulated and measured radiation patterns are
depicted in Fig. 10 in both – and –planes at 3.1, 6.85 and
10.6 GHz ( – is the –plane, and – is the –plane, although any vertical plane could be considered). A good agreement between measurement and simulation results is obtained.
It is observed that the antenna radiates omni-directionally in the
–plane and fairly bi-directionally in the –plane. Moreover,

Fig. 11. Measured and simulated radiation efficiency of the proposed antenna.

these radiation properties are acceptable over the entire ultrawide bandwidth.
The antenna radiation efficiency was simulated with CST and
HFSS commercial packages, and measured in a wheeler cap
using the source-stirred method presented by Pires [22], [23].
The wheeler cap approach was selected owing to its accuracy
for the UWB case, fast measurement, and simple postprocessing
[23], [24]. The designed radome was considered in both simulations and measurements. The cylindrical cap has an internal
size of 14 cm 20 cm and is built in a duralumin alloy. Fig. 11
depicts the results, showing that the proposed antenna has a radiation efficiency of 95% over its entire operating band. The
agreement between the simulated and measured results is fairly
good.
Since the system-fidelity factor is based on the system
transfer function between two antennas placed at a separation
distance,
behavior needs to be considered; the setup is
explained in next sub-section. The magnitude and phase of
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Fig. 13. Tx and Rx signals: input (solid-black), simulated (dash-blue), measured (solid-red).
TABLE II
SIMULATED AND MEASURED SYSTEM FIDELITY FACTOR

Fig. 12.
magnitude and phase considering three directions in the azimuthal
plane: measured (solid-blue), simulated (dash-red).

the measured and HFSS simulated
are shown in Fig. 12,
considering three different directions in the azimuthal plane. It
is observed that
magnitude varies smoothly and its phase is
almost linear over the frequency range of interest. The latter is
desirable in order to obtain almost constant group delay which
is vital for the transmission and reception of nanoseconds
pulses. Note that the simulated and measured results are in a
good agreement.
B. Time–Domain Behavior
The time-domain setup selected in this paper comprises two
identical antennas, one for transmitting (Tx) and one for receiving (Rx), placed side-by-side with a large enough separation distance (30 cm) to be considered in the far-field of each
other. Measurements were performed in an anechoic chamber
to eliminate multipath reflections from surrounding scatterers.
To investigate the system behavior in different directions, the
two antennas time performance was measured in different orientations (
, 30 , and 60 ); the Tx antenna is fixed while
the Rx antenna rotates in the azimuthal plane.
The time behavior of a UWB antenna can be obtained either
from time- or frequency-domain measurements. In the time-domain, using ultra short pulses, measurements are faster than
in the frequency-domain making use of the Fourier transform.
However, frequency-domain measurements have the advantage

of high dynamic range and, moreover, there is the ability to describe the radiation of arbitrary waveforms [25]. Thus, in order
to have the transient behavior, time-domain data were extracted
from frequency-domain measurements using the inverse fast
Fourier transform (IFFT). In this study, the simulated impulse
responses were also extracted from HFSS frequency-domain
data.
Due to the mentioned advantage of describing the radiation
of arbitrary input signals, here, the CST default Gaussian modulated pulse with spectrum corresponding to 3.1–10.6 GHz was
used as the input signal, as it completely complies with the FCC
indoor and outdoor power masks [26].
To assess the quality of the received pulse and to be able to
compare directly with measurements, the system-fidelity factor
[25], which reflects the correlation between the input and the received pulse, was calculated rather than the fidelity factor. It is
worth mentioning that the system-fidelity factor takes into consideration the distortion induced by the two antennas (Tx and
Rx), whereas the fidelity factor takes into account the transmit
antenna effect only [25]. The system fidelity factor is thus always lower than the fidelity factor, but has the advantage to be
a measureable quantity. Fig. 13 shows the antenna impulse response in the three considered directions. The perfect overlap
of the simulated and measured Rx signals shows good prediction of the transient performance of the antenna for the chosen
orientations. To quantify the level of distortion, the calculated
system-fidelity factor results are given in Table II. The agreement between the simulated and measured values is reasonable;
the differences are mainly due to the
magnitude variation.
As it is shown in Fig. 12,
is linear in phase and has less
magnitude variation in simulation than in measurement, thus,
higher system-fidelity values in simulation as compared to measurement are expected. This is confirmed by results shown in
Table II. Nevertheless, the system-fidelity factor results indicate
that the level of signal distortion is quite acceptable (
) for
the transmission of UWB signals. The designed radome has negligible effects on the time-domain performance.
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Fig. 14. Measured antenna reflection coefficient when holding it on an openhand and in a hand grabbing the feeding cable.

V. BODY EFFECTS
The applications of UWB-WBAN antennas include human
proximity operation. A preliminary study of the influence of
such scenarios on the antenna was conducted. The reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna was measured in two human
proximity situations as shown in Fig. 14, holding it on an openhand and grabbing the feeding cable. The tests show that, in
spite of maximum expected influence of the body, the antenna
does not significantly detune in both scenarios. This was expected as the antenna is vertically polarized, and was designed
to have a large enough ground plane to avoid radiation from
the feeding cable. Note that although proximity effects are expected to be low in UWB antennas, due to their low- nature
[27], [28], they can be sensitive to the proximity of the human
body [9], [29], [30]. It should be mentioned that for realistic
body proximity scenarios the antenna time behavior is expected
to improve [10], [11]. Thus, the results obtained in the considered scenarios clearly show the suitability of this highly efficient
low-profile antenna for WBAN applications.
VI. CONCLUSION
A novel low-profile vertically-polarized UWB antenna is
presented. The antenna consists of a modified mono-cone with
a top-cross-plate overhead, having a small overall height of
8.5 mm. The salient antenna parameters were investigated
aiming at an optimal design to obtain the best UWB performance and the smallest height. The parametric studies also
showed that this antenna is not very sensitive to manufacturing
tolerances. Measured results confirm that the proposed antenna, including the designed radome, provides an ultrawide
bandwidth (3.06 to 12 GHz), has omni-directional radiation
properties in the –plane validated over the entire FCC UWB
frequency band, has a radiation efficiency over 95%, and has
an acceptable system-fidelity factor for the transmission of the
UWB signals. The radome effects on the antenna performance
were found to be negligible. Furthermore, the antenna does
not detune in presence of the body, which is mainly due to
its polarization and the adequate ground size. These results
indicate that the proposed antenna is a suitable candidate for
future WBAN applications.
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